
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 24 March 2022 

Compiled Thurs. 24 March 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist 

ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

You Are Ready 

The Storm Is Upon Us 

Watch, Listen and Share 

 

April MOAB 

Q 

The Mother of All Bombs 

 

BOOM. 

BOOM. 

BOOM. 

BOOM. 

A WEEK TO REMEMBER. 

DARK TO LIGHT. 

BLACKOUT NECESSARY. 

THE COUNTDOWN HAS STARTED. 

…JFK Jr. 

 

Look for Events, not Dates 

Global Cyber Attack Inevitable 

 



A “Hard Drive from Hell” authenticated by the New York Times, reveals 30 years of the Biden 

Crime Family selling Joe’s office for millions in bribes. Hunter says 50% for Joe Biden, the 

boss of the Biden Crime Family. History will record this as America’s worst scandal so far.  

…Rudy Giuliani 

 

“Faith in Humanity” 

April 25, 2021 - #4780 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 Judy Note: The Vatican, Crown and US Inc, which have controlled and used US Taxpayer 

dollars since the early 1900s, created the fiat US Dollar and were now broke.  

Putin‟s so-called “invasion” of Ukraine to find and destroy the Deep State‟s bio-weapon labs 

(that the Cabal planned to unlease on People‟s of the world next Fall in accordance with their 

New World Order Depopulation Agenda) instigated collapse of the Deep State and put their 

Central Banking System in free fall. 

On Sun. 20 March the fiat US dollar was officially dead according to Charlie Ward, head of the 

Global Currency Reset Transition Team. 

Over three billion people across the earth just went into the new Gold Backed financial system 

that the White Hats put in place according to the Storm Rider. China, Russia, India, Saudi Arabia 

and many other countries were now trading on the Gold-back System. It only took 72 hours for 

the new system to be up, running and trading 12 countries in an instant. 

The effect of half of 7 billion people leaving the Deep State Central Banking System meant that 

the collapse of world Cabal owned markets was imminent. 

There was panic in DC, Europe, UN, NATO, World Elites, Big Pharma, Big Tech and the 

Mainstream Media – who still refused to report that on Mon. 21 March a new gold/asset-backed 

Quantum Financial System officially began across the globe. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 CMKX, Farm Claims, Prosperity Packages, Groups out of Reno and Bond Holders 

were all in the process of being paid out with liquidity this week according to Bruce and 

MarkZ. 

 The Rodriquez and St. Germaine Trusts that fund NESARA/GESARA was thought to 

have been paid out overnight Tues. night into Wed. 23 March according to Bruce. 

 Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) notification could come at any time dependent upon 

Events, not Dates. 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/april-25-2021-4780-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 The Federal Reserve Note USD will complete by the end of March and will be phased 

out by Sept. 2022, while according to several sources, the new gold/asset-backed US 

Note would be available to the general public around the first part of April. 

 Texas Snake: On Thurs. 24 March we should be on real time banking. 

 MarkZ: We all will be offered the same rates at the Redemption Centers. There will be 

no negotiating as our special rates are covered in a treaty. 

 On Mon. 21 March Redemption Center personnel began working full time and held 

their final in-house meeting Tues. morning 22 March – the Red Letter Date that every 

country‟s new gold/asset-backed currency rates were effective according to Putin. 

 US Inc. was bankrupted by the Chinese Communist Party and Saudi Arabia according 

to Charlie Ward. 

B. NESARA/GESARA 

 GESARA NESARA were coming, and it would be like this worldwide: reduced hours 

for everyone. https://metro.co.uk/2022/03/17/four-day-working-week-30-more-uk-

companies-commit-to-trial-16295344/ 

C. Real News Headline Secrets for Wed. 23 March 2022: 

 The Deep State’s man-made “virus” Covid-19 and grapheme-infested vaccinations, 

(which have nine pages of side effects including commonly resulting in death by heart 

attack as reported in the March 1 court-release of Pfizer documents), was funded by US 

Inc.‟s CIA in Ukraine bio-weapon labs – and the reason for the Russian “invasion” of 

Ukraine. 

 The death of Queen Elizabeth has been kept quiet for nearly two years. 

 Trump won the 2020 Election by an over 80% margin vote in all 50 states – as 

validated by the US Military counting of watermarked ballots. 

 Ukrainian Anti-War Activists have been blocking trucks at the Polish-Belarus 

Border for two weeks so far (for eight years the Ukrainian people have suffered under 

the control of a Deep State supported Nazi regime): https://youtu.be/-yMBKFiwopw  

 2020 Election Fraud was rampant and lead by a foreign entity, the Chinese Communist 

Party working with the CIA, Biden, Obama, Pelosi and other Democratic, some 

Republican Leaders.  

 Many missing global and political elites including Biden, Obama and Hillary have 

already been arrested, tried and hung after Military Tribunals for their Crimes Against 

Humanity.  

 Three different Actors including Jim Carry have been playing Biden at his fake 

inauguration, at a Hollywood Castle Rock White House movie set and in another fake 

White House in Georgia. 

https://metro.co.uk/2022/03/17/four-day-working-week-30-more-uk-companies-commit-to-trial-16295344/
https://metro.co.uk/2022/03/17/four-day-working-week-30-more-uk-companies-commit-to-trial-16295344/
https://youtu.be/-yMBKFiwopw


 Hunter Biden’s laptop revealed 30 years of Biden selling his office for millions in 

bribes. 

 Washington DC has been a ghost town, federal offices closed, since 20 Jan. 2021.  

 Chinese Communist Party Elites homes in 22 Providences were empty.  

 All of which news has been covered up by the Deep State-owned Mainstream Media, 

who therefore appeared to have committed their own Crimes Against Humanity. 

 It’s Checkmate Time in Q‟s Great Awakening World. 

D. Cyber Attack Inevitable 

 Plan B is in action: a global Cyber Attack aimed at destroying key Internet infrastructure 

is inevitable – the perfect scapegoat for the currently collapsing economy and rising 

inflation. 

 "It is important to consider the technocracy's war against humanity from the point 

of view of the general battle plan. No military campaign is carried out by a single attack, 

so the technocracy's war with humanity should be considered as a series of strategically 

planned waves aimed at destroying enemy strongholds. Covid-19 was the first wave of 

the attack. The next one will be related to cyber attacks. 

 When Cyber Attacks disable key infrastructures, causing panic and fear around the 

world, the elite will enlist the support of things like cyber identification systems, and, 

even worse, it will lead to an international reaction similar to the Patriot Act after 

September 11. But as soon as this new system is implemented and people realize that 

they have been lured into a digital GULAG from which there is no way out, they will 

howl." https://feedthewolves.substack.com/p/plan-b-in-motion-global-cyberattack 

E. International Child Sex Trafficking: 

 Tucson Child Trafficking Camp: Cemex- Clinton Foundation- Rothschild Ties: 

https://steemkr.com/informationwar/@richq11/tucson-child-trafficking-camp-cemex-

clinton-foundation-rothschild-ties 

 "Child Trafficking Camp Discovered in Arizona is Located on Clinton Foundation 

Donor, CEMEX Property" - June 4, 2018: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/06/update-child-trafficking-camp-discovered-

in-arizona-is-located-on-clinton-foundation-donor-cemex-property/ 

 Judy Note: Lest we forget – the below articles that I wrote back in 2017 and 2018 were 

about Child Torture and Sacrifice by Global Elites and the Vatican, yet the Mainstream 

Media has yet to publish such information. Please spread the word and help Save the 

Children:  

 May 2018 Global Elites, Vatican, Clinton named in Child Rape, homicides: 

http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/05/vatican-clinton-soros-global-elites-named-

in-child-rape-homicides-2475385.html 

https://feedthewolves.substack.com/p/plan-b-in-motion-global-cyberattack
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 April 27 2018 Vatican led Child Holocaust: 

http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/04/vatican-led-child-holocaust-surfaces-

covered-up-2475374.html 

 April 2018 Pope Francis Plans Child Sacrifice: 

http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/04/pope-francis-plans-child-sacrifice-for-june-

21-2475368.html 

 May 2017 Satanists arrested with caged, abused babies and body parts released 

without charges: http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/cult-arrested-with-caged-

abused-babies-and-body-parts-released-without-charges-2475072.html 

 May 2017 Vatican, Global Elites found guilty of Child Sacrifice: 

http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-child-

sacrifice-2475081.html 

F. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 How China's COVID Lockdowns Could Disrupt Global Supply Chains: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-how-chinas-covid-lockdowns-could-

disrupt-global-supply-chains 

 Fertilizer prices soar, leaving farmers struggling with cost of production: 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/rural-news/2022-03-23/record-fertiliser-

prices/100929526 

 World Economic Forum: More people around the world will starve as a result of the 

pandemic, high fuel prices and the conflict in Ukraine. Russia and Ukraine are also major 

producers and suppliers of fertilizers and raw materials for their production 

 Existing logistical problems with the transportation of grain and food are likely to 

worsen. 

 Disruptions in work will put additional pressure on this year's harvest and lead to an 

increase in food prices. 

 Even before the outbreak of the pandemic, 690 million people, or 9% of the world's 

population, faced the problem of food insecurity. 

 Toyota, Volvo Cut Production For Same Reasons With Differing Causes: 

https://www.motor1.com/news/575209/toyota-volvo-cut-production-shortage/ 

 Cuba says fuel shortages due to spike in demand, troubles at power plant: 

http://www.reuters.com/article/cuba-economy-fuel-

idUSKCN2LK240?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner 

 Rare earths miner says Nolans Project separation plant crucial to supply chain 

diversity: https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2022-03-24/rare-earths-arafura-resources-

separation-plant-planned-for-nt/100934430 

 They are killing us softly and the FDA approves it. Carcinogenic chemical Benzene 

found in hundreds of US personal care products. Independent lab found the chemical in 

more than a quarter of items it tested – sometimes at levels considered „life threatening.‟ 
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/mar/18/benzene-carcinogenic-chemical-

personal-care-products-us 

 The microchip shortage is more than you can fathom: Car companies, phone 

companies, computer, Smart TV, Smart appliances, Government weapons systems, 

productions are all coming to a standstill. Cargo ships across the world are halting. 

Millions of companies are cancelling orders because of chip shortages and cannot finish 

production. They must cancel the next projects and cease production. Layoffs begin, 

vaccine mandates in countries are losing workers, drivers, delivery. Cargo ships are 

backed up. Warehouse storage is full. 

G. Global Financial Crisis: 

 China developer Kaisa says earnings results delayed due to lockdown, shares slide | 

Nasdaq: https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/www.nasdaq.com/articles/china-developer-

kaisa-says-earnings-results-delayed-due-to-lockdown-shares-slide%3famp 

 Thailand has issued new rules that prohibit the use of Bitcoin and Crypto Currencies as a 

means to pay for goods and services. 

 US dollar moves back below 100 rubles on Moscow Stock Exchange. 

 Goldman Sachs admits that the oil trade between Saudi Arabia and China signals 

the "erosion" of the reserve status of the dollar. After a recent report by The Wall 

Street Journal that Saudi Arabia is considering setting the price of some of its oil sold to 

China in yuan, the question of the status of the dollar as a global reserve currency has 

again become a "primary issue" for many long-term investors. 

 Mortgage Rates Surging: https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/22/mortgage-rates-are-

surging-faster-than-expected-prompting-economists-to-lower-their-home-sales-

forecasts.html 

 Lloyds, Halifax and Bank of Scotland to shut 60 branches: 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/mar/23/lloyds-halifax-bank-of-scotland-

shut-branches-england-wales-jobs-lost 

 Inside the Storm: China‟s Evergrande defaults on 82.5 million$$$ interest that is part of 

the larger half trillion debt (mostly real estate) that is 30% of China's GDP. 

 China will then default (S&P just dumped the Chinese property giant into default) and 

world economics will be shaken. Rockefellers/ Rothschild‟s banks in China connected to 

world banks (GPMB World Money laundering scam). 

 The half Trillion Chinese Default fallout is 10× worse in trading and banking 

numbers. Elites and brokers/World trading corporations will steal more money to cover 

debts. They don't want to lose or use their own money so they steal honest investors $$$ 

and create inflation, a bubble and then bet against the system and help bring down the 

market by first busting the bubble and then stealing homes and assets from hard working 

families. 
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 This leads to market collapse like in 2008, then they create wars because wars mean 

$$$ to them by financing both sides of the war. 

 The CCP/Rothschilds/Rockefellers Deep State want Taiwan‟s $759 trillion GDP and 

control of the micro chip companies to control the world. 

 When Ukraine falls the World Banking Elites, Rothschilds, Rockefellers Kazarian 

Mafia CIA Central Banking system will take a hit that can bring them down: hundreds of 

trillions lost in hours, days, weeks, months… 

H. Biden Crime: 

 In this video, Biden boasts that he was blackmailing Ukrainian President 

Poroshenko by refusing a $1 billion loan. In order to receive a financial tranche, 

Poroshenko had to dismiss Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin, who was investigating 

Burisma (a company whose board member was Hunter Biden). 

https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews 

 "Hunter Biden's Macbook Pro was found in October 2020 after he left it at a repair 

shop in Wilmington, Delaware, in April 2019 and did not return for it. After publishing 

some of the files in the run-up to the 2020 election, the NYT questioned their origin and 

linked them to Russian disinformation. Last Wednesday, the newspaper changed its 

point of view in an article with a link to the files, which, as they confirmed, "were 

confirmed by people familiar with them." In March last year, the Daily Mail confirmed 

the authenticity of the laptop, becoming the first (and only) news organization to publicly 

verify its contents using expert analysis. The Daily Mail also reports that the Washington 

Post had a copy of the laptop's hard drive for more than six months, but did not admit it 

and did not report it. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10624113/NYT-finally-

admits-Hunter-Bidens-laptop-real-year-DailyMail-com-confirmed-authenticity.html 

 A photo from Hunter's hard drive shows a tattoo on his back is Finger Lakes (a system 

of lakes in the northern part of New York) - a favorite vacation spot for the "chosen 

ones". There are many underground tunnels under the lakes. People often disappear here. 

In some publications, this place was mentioned as a "hot spot" of the channel for traffic 

and trafficking in people, including children. 

 Inside the Hunter Biden laptop was a blue print of the World Agenda Deep State 

Plan to create a fake Pandemic and kill humans. 

 The laptop had intel on all the Deep State presidents/ prime ministers and Elites, from 

oil companies, to World Banks to Major media outlets to Bill Gates including Ukraine 

infiltration by the Democratic National Committee and around the world corruption 

connected to HRC, Obama and Biden. 

 Jack Maxey was already telling friends and close high Level players that the Biden 

laptop was much bigger than the 2020 stolen Election. 

I. Covid/Vax Hoax: 

https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews
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 Dr. Andrew Huff - Was Our Intelligence Community Involved in Creating the 

Virus? - Conservative Review with Daniel Horowitz (2/10/22): 

https://ugetube.com/watch/dr-andrew-huff-was-our-intelligence-community-involved-in-

creating-the-virus-conservative-review-wit_Z3jdzxVvdmW1tEO.html 

 Was Peter Daszak Working For The Central Intelligence Agency? – Kanekoa: 

https://kanekoa.substack.com/p/was-peter-daszak-working-for-the 

 Pfizer Recalls Drug that Could Cause Cancer. Three blood pressure medications 

manufactured by the pharmaceutical giant Pfizer have been recalled after a potential 

cancer-causing chemical compound was discovered in them. Several “tainted” lots of 

Accuretic and two authorized generic versions of the drug were found to have elevated 

levels of nitrosamine above the Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI) set by US regulators. 

While everyone is exposed to some level of nitrosamines, these “impurities may increase 

the risk of cancer if people are exposed to them above acceptable levels over long periods 

of time,” Pfizer said in a statement. 

 Dr. Robert Malone, creator of the mRNA vaccine: "(The WEF) has a clear agenda that 

does not comply with the US Constitution... They are actively trying to promote the idea 

of creating a single world government that should displace national governments. I really 

feel that this situation is just a skirmish, and a more serious battle is taking place now 

against censorship, control and growing global totalitarianism." 

https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews 

 Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche reveals the essence of vaccination in one sentence: 

"Currently, we see that an increasing number of vaccinated people secrete viruses, and 

highly infectious strains, which is exactly the opposite of collective immunity." 

https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews 

 "Pfizer's huge (official) list of adverse reactions was conveniently "hidden under the 

carpet" in alphabetical order while everyone was looking at Ukraine." 

https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews 

J. War in Ukraine: 

 CIA operated Ukranian Illegal Prison Torture Camp Exposed After 8 Years: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/N9HiDGznwu2v/ 

 The Times: Ukraine is running out of weapons and ammunition. 

 Truth bomb from Russian athlete Maryana Naumova. Her response to Arnold 

Schwarzenegger's propaganda video is absolutely savage."I would like to remind you- 

your family once was deceived by Nazism. And your father came to my homeland with a 

gun killing and maiming my compatriots...Hitler got what he deserved then, but after so 

many years his ideological heirs are raising their heads again. I would like to remind you 

that, you yourself once admired Hitler...but those in Ukraine who admire Hitler's 

collaborators...are far from repenting. Russia's special military operation has no purpose 

to destroy the Ukrainian people. It is aimed at the neo-nazi 'Skynet' which, over the years, 
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has completely subjugated Ukraine and was just about to turn into an uncontrollable 

monster." https://t.me/TheStormHasArrived17/8799 

 See now the importance of the 1st Romanov Wedding in Russia in over a century???  

The Flip.  Russia is not the enemy. The Bolsheviks/Khazarians/Zionists are. The ones 

who have controlled Big Pharma, Insurance Companies, Big Tech & MSM. Who are the 

Govt of Israel that the Rothschild's/UK Royals set up?  Bolshevik/Khazarians.  [ISRAEL 

IS LAST] Y? Balfour Declaration. 

 Ukraine is an essential place for the Rothschild's Banking Cabal. Ukraine falls, and it 

will, it is the end of the New World Order. Ukraine belongs to the Soviet's not the EU/ 

UK Khazarian Zionist Banking Cabal. 

 Turov announced the tribunal for crimes in Ukraine. State Duma deputy Artyom 

Turov stated about the need to create a military tribunal that would investigate cases of 

using civilians as a "human shield". The deputy himself was able to personally hear about 

examples of the use of such tactics by neo-Nazis from people who are now being 

evacuated from Mariupol.  Of course, it is assumed that a specially created commission 

will also collect materials on other war crimes of the Kiev regime. 

 Canadian writer and activist Yves Engler accused the Canadian government and 

Foreign Minister Melanie Joly of escalating the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, as 

well as increasing the risk of its escalating into a global confrontation. 

 Graphic, Nazi Azov Battalion put someone on a cross and burned them. 

K. Cabal Weather Manipulation:  

 Seven-day Rain Bomb to smash millions of Australians yet again: 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10641953/Seven-day-rain-bomb-forecast-

Wollongong-Sydney-Northern-Rivers-region-Lismore.html 

 'Biblical' floods in NZ, and a heat wave in Antarctica: Are they related? Antarctica is 

in the midst of an unprecedented and unrelenting heat wave. 

https://i.stuff.co.nz/national/explained/300548222/biblical-floods-in-nz-and-a-heatwave-

in-antarctica-are-they-related 

 Operation Popeye, Wikipedia says, “attempted to extend the Monsoon season over 

specific areas of the Ho Chi Minh Trail, in order to disrupt North Vietnamese military 

supplies by softening road surfaces and causing landslides.” 

 Besides spraying Agent Orange Chemicals on the Vietnamese, the US Government 

controlled the weather. If the Pentagon could change the weather in the 60s, can you 

imagine what they can do now? 

 The US government manipulated the weather in the Vietnam War. The US Air Force in 

the Vietnam War (1967-1972) started a cloud-seeding project because CIA and then-

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger 

 From March 1967 until July 1972 the U.S. military spent over $3 million per year 

conducting a top secret operation in Southeast Asia. The goal was to extend the monsoon 
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season and flood the Ho Chi Minh Trail, the system of supply routes used by enemy 

fighters in Vietnam. The Americans hoped to cause landslides, wash out river crossings, 

and just generally disrupt the movement of North Vietnamese troops. It was the first large 

scale effort to manipulate the weather for military purposes. And it‟s still unclear how 

well it actually worked 

 Watch the tornadoes, the floods and fires. Tectonic weapons being used today in 

Alaska to cause earthquakes. 

L. The Real News for Wed. 23 March 2022: 

 In the end of this Near Death of Civilization Event the tables will be turned. It‟s time 

for JFK Awakening. The world must see the truth. He is coming back strong and alive. 

(He has said it would happen Tues. 29 March). Join: https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17 

 Whiplash347: So how does this play out? Russia takes Ukraine plus other Soviet 

States. NATO tries to come in Article 5. Turkey flips against NATO. China takes 

Taiwan. North Korea will play their part. Koreas will merge. USA attacks Iran. United 

Nations under “Russian Control” for 1 month/30 days intervenes. Only 28 days in Feb. 

Iran and the US turn on the UN, then they all band together and attack England & Israel. 

“Rothschilds” reversal of Act of 1871 of England. Balfour Declaration 1917. 

 Hunter Biden’s Laptop Exposed: Horrifying Child Porn, Drugs, Corruption. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/hunter-bidens-laptop-exposed-child-porn-

drugs-corruption-must-see-videos-3768501.html 

 Rothschild reveals crucial role his ancestors played in the Balfour Declaration and 

creation of Israel: https://israelpalestinenews.org/rothschild-reveals-crucial-role-

ancestors-played-balfour-declaration-creation-israel/ 

 Russian Special Forces wear the "Punisher" symbol (Z) on their helmets. It is one of 

the most important symbols of Q, which announces that an operation is underway 

targeting criminals belonging to the International Deep State. The Russian Military in 

Ukraine wears this symbol because it sends the same message. Trump and Putin have 

never stopped working together to prevent the completion of the Great Reset. The 

alliance between Russia and the US has led to the failure of the New World Order. 

 The Afghanistan debacle was planned and organized by Obama to arm, weaponize and 

fund with billions of US dollars in gold and billions of dollars in modern Energy 

Weapons left on purpose to strengthen his friends and allies -  the Islamic Brotherhood 

Terrorism Inc. to eventually establish the ideology of Islamic Shariah Law worldwide. 

 Many high profile court cases, indictments, trials and Military Tribunals connected 

to human and sex trafficking were taking place throughout the U.S, Europe and 

Canada.  

 These hidden courts and prosecutions were not meant to be reported to the public such 

as the Hunter Biden case in Delaware. This was due to Mainstream Media and other elite 

entities‟ ability to create chaos and misinformation that tainted and purged juries. 

https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/hunter-bidens-laptop-exposed-child-porn-drugs-corruption-must-see-videos-3768501.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/hunter-bidens-laptop-exposed-child-porn-drugs-corruption-must-see-videos-3768501.html
https://israelpalestinenews.org/rothschild-reveals-crucial-role-ancestors-played-balfour-declaration-creation-israel/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/rothschild-reveals-crucial-role-ancestors-played-balfour-declaration-creation-israel/


 Q told us that only 20% of the operation will be visible and the other 80% will be 

covert. 

 Many people who connected to Epstein-HRC-Bill Gates and used the Underground 

Tunnel Systems in NY City, were being exposed. 

 NYC's elite were in a tizzy after the Justice Department 'inadvertently' published a list 

of 121 'clients' - including lawyers, businessmen, and socialites - who solicited the Sarah 

Lawrence 'sex cult victim' who was forced into prostitution. 

 The list, which was entered into evidence in the trial under seal, included lawyers, 

businessmen and socialites throughout the Tri-state area. Alleged clients included a 

Metropolitan Transit Authority executive, an account executive at Amazon, a former 

New York State Supreme Court judge and the richest art dealers in NY who connected to 

the Italian elites. 

 Military Operations were taking place in the NY Tunnels such as floods and booms that 

reached from NY, to Philadelphia, to DC Underground Tunnels. 

M. Gene Decode: https://rumble.com/vwrdxv-gene-decode-interview-7.html Race-Specific 

Bioweapons Labs In Ukraine, Putin Taking Down The Khazarian Mafia, Ancient Bloodline 

Analysis, Satanic Ritual Symbology, DUMBs Update, Omicron Variant: Secret Antidote, 

China/Taiwan Intel, Zionists Grip On Israel, Cryptocurrency Deception, CCP = Khazarian 

Mafia, Roman Empire, Vatican, Baal-Moloch-ancient God of the Canaanites and Phoenicians. 

N. Into the Storm Events, not Dates, the White Hats: “If you don't know what's happening, 

you'll never know. If you know, keep your seats belts buckled buttercups as we go into the 

Storm”: 

 How they kept the death of the Queen hidden for near 2 years is astounding. Anons 

knew the truth long ago. 

 Many are missing in the Royal family (not reported). Many CCP Elites are missing (not 

reported). Many are missing in the U.S.  – elites, celebrities, military personal, CIA , FBI 

Agents (not being reported). 

 DC is a Ghost Town (no money, a broke district) Ten square miles of central DC 

buildings closed down. Empty. 

 UK Majesty major castle estates closed. Buckingham palace closed first time in history 

and reopens as museum and self guided tours - allowing people through the once 

forbidden Palace to roam. 

 Chinese Communist Party Elites fortress and dynasty homes and estates empty/ 

deserted 22 Provinces controlled by the PRC. 

 The Vatican has run out of money (smallest country in the world since 1929 that 

controls the Catholic system in five continents across the World and collected quintillions 

of dollars through controlled donations, banking system, extortion, blackmails, money 

https://rumble.com/vwrdxv-gene-decode-interview-7.html


laundering. It‟s an Italian mafia controlled empire that stretches into Las Vegas system 

and now they are broke??? 

O. Q Brief: Who is in charge of Washington DC? Who is our President? 

 Why is the White House empty?  

 Why was the White House fenced off?   

 Why is the White House perimeter guarded by the US military? 

 The White House resides in the District Of Columbia, the headquarters of the USA 

corporation.    

 The White House is a foreign enemy occupying sovereign land within the America.   

 USA Inc has been defunct for several years but now you can SEE IT.   

 In 2016 Trump was elected president of the corporation. 

 Why did Trump lose 2020 election?   

 In the movie our reality it was stolen but the truth is he stepped down as president of the 

corporation.    

 Who is supposedly president today, Actor Biden. 

 Military was and is still in charge until we reach the end game.  

 Sovereignty and freedom 

P. Plan of the New World Order: 

 The next stages of the Deep State Cabal, Davos Group, WEF, Klause Schwab, Gates, 

Rockefellers UN to rule the world: 

 In this Stage they created a war with Russia using the Chinese Communist regime (that 

was partially funded by Rothschild/ Rockefellers Banks in China which also funded the 

Wuhan labs) and create a Supply Chain shortage. 

 In this Stage of the planned collapse they will target the distribution of fertilizer around 

the world. Russia, the second largest fertilizer producer in the world, will be sanctioned 

in their ability to export fertilizer. The CCP will also willingly stop exports. 

 These Deep State moves will affect the food chains of the U.S, EU, South America, 

Africa and all nations from growing food. (For years Bill Gates has bought out land in the 

US in order to halt the growing of foods). 

 This stage of the Deep State plan will insure the blame goes to Climate Change 

(engineered controlled destruction of food grown, engineered Weather Warfare with 

patents that controlled weather (Google), melting of the ice caps and blaming frozen  

virus (fake virus) being thawed under the ice in Antarctica. 

 There were several reasons to use Climate Change to bring in the new Green Pass that 

the New World Order will connect to your bank account, email, tracking everything you 

do including travel (while taxing you every mile). 



Q. UN and Ghislaine Maxwell: 

 The UN helped Ghislaine Maxwell and Epstein get control over world oceans. 

 The UN helped the TerraMar Project which was a UN NGO micronation with 

diplomatic immunity and created their own passports. 

 Ghislaine Maxwell was demanding that the UN get her out of jail! (Sounds like 

blackmail as she knows the UN funded her child trafficking network. She's playing her 

Deep State card). 

 Jeffrey Epstein and Ghisliane Maxwell owned and operated a mysterious company 

called TerraMar. TerraMar listed a Manhattan property owned by the Rothschilds as a 

base, was funded by the Clinton Foundation, and was considered a micronation with UN 

issued passports for the ocean which offered its citizens diplomatic immunity until the 

collapse of the project. 

 In 2012 Ghislaine Maxwell founded the TerraMar Project. At a UN conference, 

Ghislaine presented and said through TerraMar that she was actually representing the 

interests of Jeffrey Epstein and the Clinton Foundation, which seeded her project with 

millions of dollars in funding. Ghislaine Maxwell has already turned in financial records 

revealing the funding she and Epstein received from the Clinton Foundation. 

 TerraMar was positioned as an NGO dedicated to saving the oceans from humanity. It 

seems much more likely that TerraMar, which owned its own submarine, was a front for 

human trafficking. 

 According to The New York Times, the TerraMar Project was an “opaque 

organization that had no offices, gave no grants to other organizations.” However, within 

a week of the human trafficker Epstein‟s arrest, Maxwell closed down her United 

Nations-sponsored NGO.Was TerraMar part of a vast ocean child trafficking network? 

 Associates and financiers of the TerraMar Project included many of those who we 

now recognize as being linked with child sex trafficking, including the Clinton 

Foundation, Comet Ping Pong‟s James Alefantis, John Podesta, and Tamera Luzzatto, 

along with many others. 

 Luzzatto was Hillary Clinton’s Chief of Staff. She is now Senior Vice President of 

Government Relations at The Pew Charitable Trusts. Luzzatto published a disturbing 

website called Evie‟s Crib. She wrote the infamous email to John Podesta published by 

WikiLeaks that seemed as though she had been pimping her infant grandchildren to the 

political elite. 

 After the death of Robert Maxwell, Ghislaine‟s father, in 1991, she moved to a 

Manhattan property owned by Lynn Foreseter de Rothschild, whose husband is British 

banker Evelyn Robert de Rothschild. The property was also listed as the base for 

Terramar. 

R. What is the Season of Sacrifice? https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/475 

https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/475


 The sacrificial season is a 40-day period from March 19 (or March 22) to May 1. 

The name was coined by the dark occultists of this world, also known as Cabal, 

Illuminati or NWO, who believe that the Earth should be washed with the blood of the 

innocent in order to ensure a fruitful harvest and invoke the archetype of the destructive 

forces of the universe. 

 Historically, during this 40-day season, a lot of battles, wars, false flag attacks and 

tragic events take place every year (remember the plane that crashed in China yesterday). 

 The season of sacrifice is closely related to astrology and its modern compound known 

as celestial mechanics. Although the concept of astrology has been ridiculed in 

mainstream circles for decades, behind closed doors, the elite not only recognized these 

influences, but also included them in the development of their program of world 

domination and power. 

S. Marina Abramovic, Satanic High Priestess: https://truthsocial.com/@rockymorningside 

 Marina Abramovic has been a high level Witch and Satanic High Priestess since the 

1970‟s. She is now 70+ years old and looks much younger because of all of blood 

sacrifices she has been apart of and all of the Adrenochrome she has consumed from 

children along with the dark magick rituals she preforms daily. 

 She is the “spiritual advisor” and friend to many Hollywood Stars and the power elite 

like Jay Z, Beyonce, Lady Gaga, Tom Petty, Chris Rock, Robert Deniro, Pam Anderson, 

Jared Leto, Johnny Depp, Gigi Hadid, James Franco, Bill Gates, Oprah, Bill and Hillary 

Clinton, Will Farrell, Elton John, Queen Beatrice, Kim Kardashian and many many more. 

T. Must Watch Videos: 

 Angels & Demons: The Science Revealed (pt. 1 of 4): https://youtu.be/bVGbs-Hkki4 

 Angels & Demons: The Science Revealed (pt. 2 of 4): https://youtu.be/IhFls-dBPTQ 

 Angels & Demons: The Science Revealed (pt. 3 of 4): https://youtu.be/o8KfcmnJ7VQ 

 Angels & Demons: The Science Revealed (pt. 4 of 4): https://youtu.be/Fppy9RNJo00 

 Tues. 22 March: Situation Update: Operation Z! Trump Is President! JFK Jr. VP! End 

Of Petro Dollar! 3 Bidens! Pelosi AI! Ukraine MSM Footage 99% Fake! Putin Rescuing 

Children Underground! Taiwan Invasion Next! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Charlie Ward: The Sacrifice of JFK Junior & His Family With Nick Alvear, Jason Q 

(Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Hunter Biden‟s Laptop Exposed: Horrifying Child Porn, Drugs, Corruption- Must See 

(Videos) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Huge Info Dumps Coming Likely Followed by Darkness! - On The Fringe Must Video | 

Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

https://truthsocial.com/@rockymorningside
https://youtu.be/bVGbs-Hkki4
https://youtu.be/IhFls-dBPTQ
https://youtu.be/o8KfcmnJ7VQ
https://youtu.be/Fppy9RNJo00
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/03/situation-update-operation-z-trump-is-president-jfk-jr-vp-end-of-petro-dollar-3-bidens-pelosi-ai-ukraine-msm-footage-99-fake-putin-rescuing-children-underground-taiwan-invasion-next-we-th-3623036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/03/situation-update-operation-z-trump-is-president-jfk-jr-vp-end-of-petro-dollar-3-bidens-pelosi-ai-ukraine-msm-footage-99-fake-putin-rescuing-children-underground-taiwan-invasion-next-we-th-3623036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/03/situation-update-operation-z-trump-is-president-jfk-jr-vp-end-of-petro-dollar-3-bidens-pelosi-ai-ukraine-msm-footage-99-fake-putin-rescuing-children-underground-taiwan-invasion-next-we-th-3623036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/03/situation-update-operation-z-trump-is-president-jfk-jr-vp-end-of-petro-dollar-3-bidens-pelosi-ai-ukraine-msm-footage-99-fake-putin-rescuing-children-underground-taiwan-invasion-next-we-th-3623036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/charlie-ward-the-sacrifice-of-jfk-junior-his-family-with-nick-alvear-jason-q-video-3769748.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/charlie-ward-the-sacrifice-of-jfk-junior-his-family-with-nick-alvear-jason-q-video-3769748.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/hunter-bidens-laptop-exposed-child-porn-drugs-corruption-must-see-videos-3768501.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/hunter-bidens-laptop-exposed-child-porn-drugs-corruption-must-see-videos-3768501.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/03/huge-info-dumps-coming-likely-followed-by-darkness-on-the-fringe-must-video-3623031.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/03/huge-info-dumps-coming-likely-followed-by-darkness-on-the-fringe-must-video-3623031.html


 Whistleblower Goes Public With Proof Of Election Fraud On A Global Scale - Maria 

Zack's Earth Shattering Testimony (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

U. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  Judy Note: YouTube has fixed 

these links so they don‟t work. I suggest you goggle to connect to the link, or better yet use 

DuckDuckGo. 

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc‟s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth‟s, Illuminati Banking families‟ and Vatican‟s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It‟s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

V. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses to pedophile, torture and murder 

crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in 

law offices, local police, county sheriff‟s offices and all the way up to the Attorney General 

Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized 

Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There‟s certainly no help from US or other nation‟s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/whistleblower-goes-public-with-proof-of-election-fraud-on-a-global-scale-maria-zacks-earth-shattering-testimony-video-3769736.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/whistleblower-goes-public-with-proof-of-election-fraud-on-a-global-scale-maria-zacks-earth-shattering-testimony-video-3769736.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/03/whistleblower-goes-public-with-proof-of-election-fraud-on-a-global-scale-maria-zacks-earth-shattering-testimony-video-3769736.html
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4


W. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

X. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA were all about the Children 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
http://www.calledtorescue.org/
https://ourrescue.org/
https://savinginnocence.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline


It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Y. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 23, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 22, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 22, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 21, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 21, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 20, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 20, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 19, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 19, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 17, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 17, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 16, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 16, 2022 
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https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/03/18/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-march-18-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/03/18/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-18-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/03/17/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-17-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/03/17/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-march-17-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/03/16/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-march-15-2022-2/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/03/16/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-16-2022/

